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Where routegrades in this ~ort use Roman numerals, these ~resent a commitment
grade [1- VI] that is currently being adopted in New Zealand. The current Darrans
guidebook lists grading cn"ten"a.

Darran Mountains
The wealth of unclimbed rock and the exposure provided by the new (2006)
guidebook to the Darrans region continues to encourage new heights of
activity in this primordial climbing area. Most of the activity in the Darrans
region is centred on the sport climbing crags of the Cleddau valley: Chasm,
Babylon and Little Babylon. These crags draw people to the Darrans like
never before, and the spin-off is increased activity 'up high' on the longer
multi-pitch slab and wall routes that the Darrans have traditionally been
famous for.

The trio of Richard Thomson, Richard Turner and Dave Vass continue
to be responsible for the most noteworthy remote climbs of the season. On
a single trip in late February the team flew into Turners Bivvy, walked to
the Turners Eyrie bivouac and made an excursion out to the isolated and
barely known peak Ngai Tahu, where they climbed a new 10-pitch route
(SOOm) on the previously unclimbed (and barely seen) north face. Runners
and belays were reportedly scarce. Ngai On All Night was graded (IV, 21)
(the Roman numeral representing the commitment grade). With time on
their hands the trio also completed their long-term project on the south
face of Makere. Previous attempts to climb the striking arete line directly
have all ended at a difficult and committing stretch of climbing. This time
the arete was gained via a traverse from the left, bypassing the direct start.
The Homley Arete is graded rn, 21 (3S0m) - and a direct start awaits someone
bold enough.

Matt Quirke and Mark Watson based themselves at Phil's Biv.(Moraine
Creek) for a week in January, climbing a new 13-pitch route (6S0m) ground
up on the north face of Marian over two days. Electn"c Earth is only the third
line on this massive face and turned out to be easier climbing than the pair
expected. With the second carrying a drill, the pair placed a bolt at each
belay to facilitate easy descent and to open up access to the swathes of
unclimbed clean rock on the face. Graded Ill, 19, the route features
in!eresting, technical crux pitches interspersed with easier, scrambling
sections. The whole line can be abseiled on bolts from the summit ridge.
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The pair made a repeat ascent of the rarely climbed Sarkasmos (18) on the
north-west face of Sabre Peak, finding the climbing run-out on sometimes
dubious rock. Murray Ball and Nick Cradock also visited the valley in
January, climbing a new beginner's slab route on the Great White slabs.
Nothing Ventured Nothing Gained has four pitches at 14, 16, 16, 16. They
also climbed a new two-pitch route nearby.

Closer to Homer Hut, Derek Thatcher and Jamie Vinton-Boot returned to
an incomplete project from the previous year on the Mates Little Brother.
The four-pitch line (l40m), named Revelations, has pitches of 27,26,25 and 20.

On the left side of the Mates Little Brother, Nick Cradock, with Murray
Ball and Glen Einham established Where's My Epirb?(18, 21, 21, 21) with a
mixture of bolts and natural pro.

Late in the season Martin Wilson and Hugh Barnard flew into a lake
side camp on the granite ridge between the southern Llawrenny Peak and
Terror Peak (l786m), climbing a six-pitch route on Terror Peak, with a
crux of 21. The pair also climbed two two-pitch routes on the perfect granite
slabs rising from the lake at their camping spot.

Bruce Dowrick and Martin Wilson have together opened up a new wall
with significant potential for multi-pitch routes, just across the fiord from
the Milford Airport - watch this space for some significant routes in the
future. Dubbed the Airport Wall the pair have fixed over 500m of rope on
the route.

Winter was marked with tragedy, when Te Anau climber Hamish
MacDonald was killed after an abseil anchor failure while he and climbing
partner Stephen Skelton were descending from an attempt on Cui de Sacon
Mt Crosscut. Earlier in the season the pair had climbed a new winter route
in Macpherson Cirque. Midnight Cowboy takes a spur out of the cirque,
beside Talbots Ladder.

Queenstown
Winter in the Queenstown/Wakatipu region saw a few new routes climbed
and a greater focus on the technical. The mixed climbing boom has taken
a firmer grip in this area than anywhere else in the country, with many
single-pitch and short multi-pitch mixed routes being established.

On the south-west buttress of Double Cone (Remarkables), Aaron Ford
and Rupert Gardiner climbed the eight-pitch Ikon (M6, 350m). The route
was climbed onsight, with natural pro. Reportedly the gear is good and the
rock very solid, giving confidence for the dry tool moves. The pair also
established The Gambler (M7) on the Boarder Crag at Lake Alta. In the
Alta Cirque is a crag called Terminator; here Sally and Aaron Ford and
Rupert Gardiner climbed a new line called Cold November Rain (M3, WI3,
80m). Off the beaten track Dave Bolger and Glen Aspin climbed a new line
on Major Peak in the Richardson Mountains. South Taranaki (WI3, 60m)
was an epic to get to in deep snow. The ice in this area can be seen from the
road, and more potential exists.
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At Wye Creek Aaron Ford climbed a new mixed line left of last season's
Rebirth of Cool at around M7. Also at Wye, Kester Brown and Jono Clarke
bolted a two-pitch route. They climbed the first pitch at around M7 and the
second is an open project still (M9ish). There is currently a lot of activity
taking place on the schist crags of the South Branch of Wye Creek with
multi-pitch rock routes of up to 200 metres being established.

Wanaka
Controversy erupted in late summer as word spread that Wanaka mountain
guide Marty Beare had placed approximately 20 bolts on the north-west
ridge of Mt Aspiring - a classic, traditional alpine route that was first climbed
nearly 100 years ago. The bolts were placed to facilitate commercial guiding
on the route.

To date there has been very little in the way of retrobolting of traditional
routes in New Zealand and the action was met with condemnation from
most in the climbing community, although reportedly some novices said
that they liked the presence of the bolts. It was not long before the bolts
were hammered in (they were overdrilled in the fust place as attempted
removal was expected by Beare when he placed them). When interviewed
by The Climber magazine, Beare claimed that, 'I never assumed they would
last.' It's a shame that an otherwise unaltered and natural climbing resource
had to be permanently scarred for the sake of an experiment where the
outcome was already anticipated.

Barron Saddle - Mt Brewster
In the five years since the new edition of the Barron Saddle-Mt Brewster
guide was published, more than 70 new alpine climbs have been done in
the region. This is a significant number, and is indicative of the short history
of mountaineering many of the peaks in this area have. The past year has
been a little quieter than others, but there are a few new routes worthy of
mention.

In the South Huxley valley, Tony Clarke and Hadley Slade-Jones climbed
a new route on the south-west face of Peak 2090m. Mostly rock, the line
goes at 16-17 overall.

In the west branch of the South Temple Valley Paul Hersey and Mat
Woods completed the first ascent of The Fend (grade 3) on the south face of
Peak 2l24m. This neglected peak had been awaiting an ascent-for a long
time. The route follows a narrow snow-filled chute. Three months later
Paul was back with Danny Bailie to complete a route further right on the
south face of Pakeke Peak (2237m); Chess Ceeles (grade 3+) is a 400-S00m
rock route. The line follows good quality rock for eight pitches (and some
simul-climbing) with a rock crux of 14. On the west face of the Dasler
Pinnacles Andrew Rennie climbed a mixed winter route. It was around
WI4 at the start, with a really tough last two pitches (grade 5 overall).



186. Guy McKinnon crossing a frozen lake on the approach to the
Ramsay Face of Mt Whitcombe (centre). July 2007. (Guy McKinnon)

Aoraki Mt Cook and Westland
As with the trend of the past few years, both the winter and summer seasons
at Cook have been quiet compared with the activity in the Barron Saddle
Mt Brewster Region, The Darrans, or the Westland Neves. Still, there are
three new routes to report from the east side of the Main Divide. A 90
metre waterfall route was climbed in Gorilla Stream (Liebig Range) by
Graham Zimmermann and Mark Kendrick. They named it the Monk's Spunk
(WI5). The east face of Mt Footstool was climbed by Greg Abrahams, Euan
Boyd, Steve Farrand and Florian L'Hostis. The line, named Requiem for a
Dream, climbs snow and ice gullies left of the main couloir. From a camp in
the Bonney glacier, Steve Dowall and Tom Wilson climbed a new rock
route on the west face of Mt Hamilton (3025m). The climb dog-legs up a
face of mostly good rock with a crux around grade 15.

West of the Divide, where there is greater scope for accessible, technical
and shorter routes, more climbing was taking place. Winter is the season
for activity and Kester Brown and Jono Clarke kicked the season off with a
free ascent of Allan Uren's mixed test piece The Vision. They did, however,
tackle the crux via a slight variation. Reports indicate that the climbing
was still run-out and testing at any rate. On a pre-Changabang training
trip, Craig Jefferies and Kester Brown climbed a short route on the south
west side of The Buttress (Pt 2776m), on the Abel Janzoon glacier. The
route, Son of a Witch, was about five pitches long and graded WI3/4.
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September saw the strong team of Matt Quirke and Mike Madden climb
the most notable routes of winter with two new lines climbed on the south
face of Conway Peak. Visually Impaired climbs a thin ice ribbon immediately
right of Moonshine Buttress. The crux is a short, narrow chimney followed
by a few metres of overhanging ice - with sparse protection. A pitch further
up had little-to-no protection also, making the route a bold undertaking.
The descent became a serious affair and the pair had to work hard to find
anchors. The route has been graded IV, AI5, 7 pitches. The second line
Poor Visibility (graded In, AB, 6 pitches) offered better protection and an
interesting mixed section at half-height. The route was rapped in good v
threads. In October Mike Peat and Tom Wilson climbed Cleavage, near
earlier line Mixed Blood, on the south face of Matenga. The line was 200m
long and has crux pitches of WB.

Central Southern Alps
The Central Southern Alps (from Mt Cook north to Arthur's Pass) have
seen some significant climbs over the past year and it's great to see a new
generation of climbers returning to peaks that have been unfashionable
in recent years. Guy McKinnon pulled off the climb of the year with his
first winter ascent (solo) last July of the Ramsay Face of Mt Whitcombe
a face that could quite fairly be claimed as one of the last great problems
in Canterbury mountaineering. Guy's was the first winter ascent of this
face, and it is thought to have been climbed only twice before (in summer).
Guy attempted it twice in 2006, but never got the right combination of
psyche and conditions until winter 2007, when everything fell into place
for an ascent of the l300-metre route. Guy hasn't provided an overall grade
for the route, named Leviathan, but described cruxes of WI4 in the middle
of the face, during his six-hour ascent.

Teaming up with young Christchurch climber Jamie Vinton-Boot in the
summer, Guy climbed a high quality rock route on the north face of
Newton's West Peak (Garden of Allah) in April 2008. The face rises 400
metres above the Garden of Allah ice field, and comprises scrambling, and
six roped pitches up to grade 21. Also during the 2007 summer, Rob Frost
and Sirnon Mills made the first ascent of Mt Isabel's north-west ridge from
Harper Rock bivvy. The peak was a significant, remote trans-alpine objective
and featured a mix of rock climbing up to grade 14.
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